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The molecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective

Tovi Lehmann *, Abdoulaye Diabate

Laboratory of Malaria and Vector Research, NIAID, NIH, MS 8132, 12735 Twinbrook Parkway, Rockville, MD, USA

1. Introduction

The principal African malaria vector, Anopheles gambiae sensu
stricto is one of seven morphologically undistinguishable sibling
species. The definitive evidence for the existence of the A. gambiae

complex was obtained by crossing experiments revealing com-
plete or partial sterility in the hybrids (Davidson, 1964), although,
the taxonomic status of the salty-water vs. fresh water—‘‘varieties’’
has been debated earlier (e.g., by Ribbands, 1944). Crossing
experiments led to the recognition of three fresh water species: A.

gambiae s.s., A. arabiensis, A. quadriannulatus, and three brackish
water species: A. bwambae, A. melas and A. merus, and later to the
division of A. quadriannulatus into two species (Hunt et al., 1998).
Fixed chromosomal inversions between these species (e.g., Coluzzi
and Sabatini, 1967) facilitated simpler identification of field
specimens and led to important genetic and ecological discoveries.
The phylogenetic relationship among the members of the complex
is obscured by introgression. For example, the similarity between
the most important vectors A. gambiae s.s. and A. arabiensis may be

a result of extensive introgression rather than closer phylogen
relationship (Krzywinski and Besansky, 2003).

A. gambiae s.s. is undergoing speciation, being split into
‘‘molecular forms’’, currently named ‘M’ and ‘S’. Speciation is
main process promoting biological diversity and in the contex
public health it increases epidemiological complexity. New spe
of pathogens and vectors might change disease manifestations
transmission patterns if they differ in traits affecting patho
virulence or vectorial capacity. The study of closely related spe
and incipient species has been central for the current und
standing of speciation (Coyne and Orr, 1997; Grant and Gr
1979; Mallet, 2006; Wu and Ting, 2004), but many of its asp
remain unclear if not enigmatic. The seven sibling and
incipient species of the A. gambiae complex provide an excel
opportunity to extend basic understanding of speciation as we
provide essential public health information.

Genetic differentiation between the molecular forms and
peculiar distribution across the genome has been extensiv
studied and several good reviews cover the main findings (
Black and Lanzaro, 2001; della Torre et al., 2002; Krzywinski
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A B S T R A C T

The African malaria mosquito Anopheles gambiae is undergoing speciation, being split into the M a

molecular forms. Speciation is the main process promoting biological diversity, thus, new vector spe

might complicate disease transmission. Genetic differentiation between the molecular forms has b

extensively studied, but phenotypic differences between them, the evolutionary forces that gener

divergence, and the mechanisms that maintain their genetic isolation have only recently been addres

Here, we review recent studies suggesting that selection mediated by larval predation and competi

promoted divergence between temporary and permanent freshwater habitats. These differences exp

the sharp discontinuity in distribution of the molecular forms between rice fields and surroun

savanna, but they can also explain the concurrent cline between humid and arid environments due to

dependence on permanent habitats in the latter. Although less pronounced, differences in adult b

size, reproductive output, and longevity also suggest that the molecular forms have adapted to dist

niches. Reproductive isolation between the molecular forms is achieved by spatial swarm segrega

although within-swarm mate recognition appears to play a role in certain locations. The implication

these results to disease transmission and control are discussed and many of the gaps in

understanding are highlighted.
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Besansky, 2003), but the evolutionary forces that genera
divergence, the particulars of the accompanying phenoty
divergence, and the mechanisms that maintain genetic isola
between them received little attention. Thoughtful specula
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t the role of human generated habitats in promoting
iation (Coluzzi et al., 2002) is frequently cited, but the
ogical conditions that promote speciation in A. gambiae have

recently been subjected to experimental study. Here, we
ew advances in understanding the status of the molecular
s, focusing on the underlying ecological conditions that
oted divergence and speciation. Recent studies revealed
otypic divergence between the molecular forms across life

es. Larval adaptations to exploit temporary vs. ‘permanent’
water habitats account for discontinuities in distribution of
olecular forms (Diabate et al., 2008) and provide evidence for

ogical speciation (e.g., Schluter, 2001). Divergence in adult
ing behavior involves spatial swarm segregation and within-
rm mate recognition but they appear to play different roles in

oting reproductive isolation in Burkina Faso and Mali.

he recognition of the molecular forms

arly studies of A. gambiae in West Africa based on chromo-
al inversions revealed deficits of heterozygotes (with respect
orresponding Hardy Weinberg expectations) in a number of
rsions. Based on these data, five partly isolated populations
e defined and named Forest, Savanna, Bamako, Mopti, and
au chromosomal forms (Bryan et al., 1982; Coluzzi et al., 1985,
9; Toure et al., 1998). Inversion frequencies were strongly
elated with aridity on spatial and temporal scales (Coluzzi
., 1985, 1979; Toure et al., 1994), indicating that selection had a
role in shaping inversion frequencies, hence it confounds
ssment of genetic isolation between forms. No marked
rentiation was found between the chromosomal forms using
ymes (Cianchi et al., 1983) and microsatellites outside
rsions on chromosome II (Lanzaro et al., 1998), but fixed
rences were found in the rDNA intergenic spacer located on
X chromosome separating Mopti from both Savanna and
ako chromosomal forms in Mali (Favia et al., 1997). The two
A haplotypes were used to define the molecular forms (della
e et al., 2001; Favia et al., 1997; Favia et al., 2001).
ubsequent studies using multiple gene sequences (della Torre
., 2001; Favia et al., 2001; Gentile et al., 2001; Mukabayire et al.,
), microsatellites (Lehmann et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2001;
dji et al., 2002), and site occupancy of transposable elements

la Torre et al., 2005) revealed a consistent pattern: (1) high
rentiation (Fst > 0.2) loci were few and clustered into two
mic regions: near the centromere of chromosome X where the

nostic rDNA polymorphism resides (Lehmann et al., 2003;
p et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2001) and the centromere of

mosome II near the sodium channel gene (Chandre et al., 1999),
reas across most of the genome, differentiation was slight or
e (Fst < 0.05); (2) differentiation was detected only between two
ulations rather than five. In Mali and Burkina Faso, these groups
esponded to the Mopti vs. Savanna and Bamako (Favia et al.,
7; Favia and Louis, 1999), hence the terms M and S molecular
s. This correspondence, however, did not hold for specimens
adjacent countries (della Torre et al., 2001), for example the

st chromosomal form in Central Africa was divided into the
patric molecular forms and no M/S hybrids were found
mann et al., 2003; Wondji et al., 2002). The most recent
tion to these results was the finding of differentiation
= 0.045) between M molecular form from Mali (M-Mopti) and

theless, incomplete but strong assortative mating was found
between sympatric populations of the molecular forms in Mali
(Tripet et al., 2001), where cross mating (1.2%) was substantially
lower than expected by chance (17%).

The interpretation of this pattern has been contentious. Many
authors considered that it represents recent reproductive isolation
between two incipient species (e.g., della Torre et al., 2002, 2001;
Favia et al., 2001; Mukabayire et al., 2001). Others argued that
reproductive isolation, even if recent, cannot account for the sharp
heterogeneity between parts of the genome, and emphasized that
it is selection operating on few genomic regions in face of gene flow
that shapes this pattern (e.g., Lanzaro et al., 1998; Lehmann et al.,
2003). If selection operates on few genomic regions, the forms
cannot represent incipient species, because most of their gene
pools evolve together. How many loci show high differentiation
and how they are distributed throughout the genome was not
completely clear. Recently, these issues were addressed using
whole genome micro-array that surprisingly affirmed that high
differentiation loci are concentrated only in the two previously
known (and maybe a third) miniscule regions (above), which
together encompass only �1% of the genome (Turner et al., 2005).

Underlying these opposing views were basic notions of
speciation process (Schluter, 2001; Wu, 2001; Wu and Ting,
2004). Conventional models of speciation required effectively
complete barrier to gene flow from the beginning of the process as
in allopatric speciations models, resulting in genome wide
homogenous differentiation, increasing over time. Recent models
considered situations with incomplete barriers to gene flow, in
which divergent selection operating on a few loci can gradually
increase differentiation between populations until gene flow
essentially ceases, specifically predicting heterogeneity across
the genome (Wu, 2001; Wu and Ting, 2004). In addition to
accommodating the apparently contradictory findings (above),
direct evidence for this model showing selection signatures on the
high differentiation ‘‘speciation islands’’ (tiny chromosomal
regions encompassing less than 1% of the genome) in A. gambiae

was obtained (Turner and Hahn, 2007). These theoretical and
empirical advances have mostly resolved the controversy and the
molecular forms are now perceived as incipient species by many, if
not all medical entomologists.

2.1. What remains of the chromosomal forms?

Inversions have been considered the basis for the speciation in
A. gambiae s.s. (Coluzzi et al., 1985, 2002). Most studies, however,
were conducted near Mali and Burkina Faso where the chromo-
somal forms perfectly corresponded to the molecular forms. The
lack of correspondence between molecular and chromosomal
forms in other areas coupled with the near absence of M/S hybrids
questioned the significance of the latter (della Torre et al., 2001).
Until complete genome comparison is done, it remains possible
that new speciation islands will be found between Bamako and
Savanna chromosomal forms (Manoukis et al., 2008) despite
extensive genomic surveys (Slotman et al., 2006). However,
disconnected from the molecular forms, the chromosomal forms
do not correspond to genetically distinct populations based on
currently available data. Instead, they appear to represent
conspecific populations subject to different selection pressures
with different frequencies of inversion ‘‘alleles’’. Early studies

T. Lehmann, A. Diabate / Infection, Genetics and Evolution xxx (2008) xxx–xxx
eroon (M-Forest), which may reflect a secondary subdivision in
M form (Slotman et al., 2007). Notably, no postmating isolation

detected by laboratory crosses of colonies representing the
mosomal forms (Di Deco et al., 1980; Persiani et al., 1986) nor in
ses of F1s from naturally collected mothers representing the
ecular forms from Burkina Faso (Diabate et al., 2007). Never-
ase cite this article in press as: Lehmann, T., Diabate, A., The m
ect. Genet. Evol. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
revealed a latitudinal cline in inversion frequencies with aridity
combined with corresponding seasonal fluctuations in inversion
frequencies (Coluzzi et al., 1985; Toure et al., 1994, 1998),
providing solid ground for the role of selection on inversions.
These selection pressures are at least partially distinct from those
causing the divergence of the molecular forms (della Torre et al.,
olecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
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2002). In arid pre-desert areas of Angola, the Forest chromosomal
form was found despite the absence of inversions, such as 2La and
2Rb that are common in the similarly arid Sahel (Calzetta et al.,
2008). Notably, these Forest mosquitoes were solely of the M
molecular form, suggesting that adaptation to arid environment is
not only conferred by inversions.

The small geographical range of Bamako and Bissau chromo-
somal forms which encompass only hundreds of km2 (Fig. 1) raises
the question of what are the strong ecological factors promoting
such divergence (at least in terms of the frequency of certain
inversions) and how these populations could diverge and maintain
their distinct inversion combinations in the face of extensive gene
flow from sympatric Savanna and Mopti forms. Similar problems
pertain to A. bwambae, residing in the Similiki Forest in Uganda
that exploits mineral springs as its larval sites. Nevertheless, this
does not imply that inversions have not facilitated speciation
(Ayala and Coluzzi, 2005).

3. Phenotypic divergence between the molecular forms

Divergent selection is fundamental to several speciation models
as the underlying cause of differential fitness of genotypes in
different environments which directly or indirectly promotes
reproductive isolation (Schluter, 2001). Notably, phenotypic
divergence alone may have epidemiological implications; if it
changes vectorial capacity, vector’s distribution range, or its ability
to withstand means of control. Besides studies on composition of
the molecular forms in various locations and on insecticide
resistance, few studies focused on phenotypic differences between
the molecular forms. Uncovering the ecological factors that
promote divergent selection between the molecular forms of A.

gambiae is a complicated task. The larva (and egg) of A. gambiae

experiences distinct ecological settings from the adult, and

accordingly, such assessment requires examination of phenoty
variation between the molecular forms at all life stages (Table
Most studies comparing the molecular forms have not f
accommodated variation between populations within-form. P
notypic variation may depend on the karyotype (see above), t
differences between Forest-M and Mopti populations would
larger than between two Forest-M populations. Most studies h
compared M and S populations in the savanna, which corresp
to the Mopti (M) vs. Savanna (S); although in Mali the S form co
contain an unknown fraction of Bamako. No studies compare
populations from West and East Africa, so generalization should
considered cautiously.

3.1. Geographical distribution patterns

Understanding the evolution of the molecular forms m
incorporate their distribution range. With one possible except
finding two M form specimens in East Africa (Masendu et
2004), there is no indication for change in these boundaries, he
we assume their ranges are rather stable (Fig. 1). In this schem
map portraying the geographical relations between the molec
and chromosomal forms, we pooled the intergrading Sava
(which is found throughout the savanna belt across the contine
and Forest (which covers the narrower mostly coastal hu
rainforest belt from Liberia to Democratic Republic of Con
chromosomal forms for simplification. Three important featu
are apparent from examination of this schematic map:
extensive overlap in geographical range, (ii) boundaries inco
patible with known bio-geographical factors, and (iii) substan
variation in range’s size.

Over 90% of the range of the M form overlaps with that of th
form, suggesting considerable phenotypic overlap between th
Nonetheless, the narrow semi-desert belt inhabited only by th

Table 1
Summary of phenotypic comparisons between the molecular forms

Trait M S COa Referenceb

Adaptation to larval & adult habitat

Geographical range West + Central Continental H (della Torre et al., 2005)

Arid-mesic gradient (spatial + season) Dry Wet H (Coluzzi et al., 1979, 1985)

Adaptation to larval habitat

Egg hatch timing & responses Fast Fastc L (Yaro et al., 2006a)

Egg desiccation tolerance Low Lowc H Dao et al. unpublished

Larval habitat (preferred) Permanent (rice) Temporary (puddle)c H (Diabate et al., 2002, 2005; Robert et

1988; Toure et al., 1998)

Larva predator avoidance Higher Lowerc M (Diabate et al., 2008)

Larva competitiveness (no predators) Lower Higherc M (Diabate et al., 2005)

Larval developmental time Slower Fasterc M (Diabate et al., 2008)

Adaptation to adult environment

Longevity (adult) Longer Shorterc L Dao et al.: unpublished

Body size (adult) Larger Smallerc L (Yaro et al., 2006b)

Reproductive output Larger Smallerc L (Yaro et al., 2006b)

Anthropophily High Highc L (Wondji et al., 2005a)

Endophily High High L (Wondji et al., 2005a)

Plasmodium susceptibility High High M (Wondji et al., 2005b; Yaro et al., 200

Insecticide resistance (kdr) Low High H (Chandre et al., 1999; Tripet et al., 20

Yawson et al., 2004)

Mating Behavior

Flight tone 492 Herz 493 Herzc M (Tripet et al., 2004)

Swarm landmark type High contrast Bare groundc H (Diabate et al. unpublished)

Indoor mating Low frequency Nonec M (Dao et al., 2008)

T. Lehmann, A. Diabate / Infection, Genetics and Evolution xxx (2008) xxx–xxx
Traits in which only minimal differences were found between forms are colored in gray.
a Confidence level: high (H), moderate (M), and low (L) refers to the uncertainty in the generality of the result due to possible confounding factor, e.g., variation due to

within form inversion karyotype, locality, and time. Repeated patterns in independent studies were considered as highly confident, whereas low confidence score was

assigned to a single study on a single population.
b Diabate et al., 2002; Robert et al., 1988; Wondji et al., 2005a,b; Tripet et al., 2007; Yawson et al., 2004; Tripet et al., 2004Studies comparing the Mopti and either Savanna

or Bamako chromosomal forms in Mali and Burkina Faso indirectly compared the molecular form because of the complete correspondence between these entities, hence were

cited here (see text). Representative references are listed for traits with many references e.g., insecticide resistance.
c Comparisons include only West African S populations and may not apply for East African populations (see text).

Please cite this article in press as: Lehmann, T., Diabate, A., The molecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective,
Infect. Genet. Evol. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
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reflects its greater aridity tolerance. Even in areas where both
s coexist, the M form predominates in arid habitats at higher

udes (annual precipitations <1000 mm and evapotranspira-
>2000 mm) whilst the S form predominates in humid lower

udes (annual precipitations >1000 mm and evapotranspira-
<1800 mm) (Bayoh et al., 2001; della Torre et al., 2001, 2005).
variation with aridity corresponds to seasonal fluctuations in

composition in the same locale (Toure et al., 1998). This
ern was complicated, however, by finding both molecular
s in sympatry in the humid forest belt (della Torre et al., 2005;
dji et al., 2002).
he eastern boundary of the M form is puzzling because it does

coincide with known eco-geographic or biotic zones. What has
wed the S form to extend across West and East Africa but
ked the M form is a mystery and deserves focused research.
bly, in East Africa A. arabiensis occupies what appears to be
same niche the M form fills in West Africa. Although A.

iensis extends beyond the eastern boundary of the M form
West Africa, comparing its abundance and ecology with that
e M form across this boundary might provide insights into the
re of this border. A. arabiensis exhibits a higher degree of
hily in East Africa than in West and Central Africa and is
picuously missing (or rare) from rice fields in West Africa
re the M form predominates. A more detailed comparison of A.

iensis ecology with that of the M form might reveal evidence
haracter displacement in West Africa, where the forms are
patric. Presumably the similarities in larval ecology of A.

iensis in East Africa and the M form in West Africa represent
ergent evolution although the possibility of introgression

3.2. Variation in traits of the egg and larva

The most remarkable discontinuity in the distribution of the
molecular forms is displayed between rice field areas where the M
form is found exclusively and surrounding savanna where the S
form predominates, at least during the wet season (Table 1). The
form composition flips from one extreme to the other, along few
kilometers, indicating strong selective force related to larval
habitats.

To evaluate adaptive differences between the aquatic stages of
the molecular forms, observational and experimental studies were
conducted on eggs and larvae (Table 1). Minor differences were
detected in the time to hatch between eggs of the molecular forms
(Yaro et al., 2006a), and no differences were found in the egg
desiccation tolerance (Dao, Yaro, Adamou, and Lehmann unpub-
lished), suggesting that eggs of both forms experience similar
conditions. Larval surveys in Mali, where the molecular forms are
sympatric, revealed that both forms shared many larval sites
without clear segregation (Edillo et al., 2002), very similar to
findings in East Africa on A. gambiae and A. arabiensis (Gimnig et al.,
2001). The co-occurrence of forms in many larval sites does not
imply that they have the same ability to exploit these habitats.
Experimental field studies, using transplantation cages into which
first instar larvae of one or both forms were placed revealed that
the S form outperformed the M form in both temporary puddles as
well as rice fields (Diabate et al., 2005). Comparing developmental
success of the molecular forms in mixed and single form
transplantation cages showed the S form outcompeted the M
form in puddles (inconclusive results were obtained in rice fields).

. 1. A map showing schematic distribution of the molecular and chromosomal forms overlayed on a satellite image of the continent revealing vegetation pattern.

T. Lehmann, A. Diabate / Infection, Genetics and Evolution xxx (2008) xxx–xxx
ot be ruled out (Besansky et al., 2003, 1997; Coluzzi et al.,
2; Donnelly et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the stability of the
ndary of the M form should be determined, because if it
nces outwards, the limited time since divergence may better
ain the M form’s current distribution than the considerations
e.
ase cite this article in press as: Lehmann, T., Diabate, A., The m
ect. Genet. Evol. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
Subsequent studies using the same approach were directed to
assess the role of larval predators in mediating habitat segregation
(rice fields vs. puddles) between the molecular forms (Diabate
et al., 2008). These studies revealed that developmental success of
the molecular forms in the different larval habitats was dependent
on the presence of predators: The success of the M form was higher
olecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
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than that of the S form in both habitats under predator pressure
(Table 2). This study also confirmed that predators were much
more abundant in rice fields than in puddles, as previously
documented for permanent vs. temporary habitats (Williams,
2006). Larvae of the S form developed faster than those of the M
form in both permanent and temporary habitats, possibly as a
response to the higher risk of desiccation in temporary larval
habitats it typically occupies (Diabate et al., 2008). Despite its
slower developmental time forcing it to endure larval predators
longer, the M form possesses a superior predator avoidance ability,
the nature of which remains to be identified. Mosquitoes exhibit
various behavioral responses to avoid larval predators (Blaustein
et al., 2004; Kesavaraju et al., 2007b). Moreover, a negative
relationship between predator avoidance capacity and competitive
ability was detected in container mosquitoes Aedes albopoictus and
Ochlerotatus triseriatus (Kesavaraju et al., 2007a). The results above
provide the first empirical evidence for specific adaptive differ-
ences between the molecular forms and stress the role of larval
predation as one of the selective forces contributing to their
divergence. These studies explain the habitat segregation between
rice fields and surrounding savanna based on the superior
competitive power of the S form larvae in temporary habitats
with low predation pressure, whereas the superior predator
avoidance of the M form allows it to dominate in predator-rich
larval habitats. Because larval habitats in arid climate tend to be
more permanent (as rain is too rare to sustain populations), the
capacity of the M form to exploit such larval habitat explains its
extended distribution into dryer environment. Hence, the aquatic
larva, rather than the terrestrial adult appears to possess the
adaptation conferring aridity tolerance in the M form.

These results are consistent with previous studies showing that
the length of hydroperiod in freshwater bodies mediates divergent
selection in a number of species (Williams, 2006). Predation and
competition also mediated divergent selection resulting in
adaptive radiation in Timema stick insects (Nosil and Crespi,
2006a,b) and indirectly, predation promotes premating isolation
(Nosil and Crespi, 2004) in walking-sticks. Insecticide resistance in
Culex pipiens increased susceptibility to predators (Berticat et al.,
2004). Because the frequency of the kdr resistance allele is high in
the S form but low in the M form (Table 1), its possible contribution
to the results above should be evaluated.

3.3. Life history and vectorial capacity traits in adults

Due to their direct impact on fitness, divergence in life history

in the relationship between egg batch size and body size betw
the forms. The egg protein content of an M form was slightly hig
than that of the S form, indicating that its total reproductive out
is correspondingly higher than that of the S form (Yaro et
2006b). This could be a response to the lower overall producti
of more permanent sites (Diabate et al., 2008, 2005; Diuk-Wa
et al., 2005).

In an independent study, longevity of F1 virgin fema
representing offspring of wild collected females that were ra
in the laboratory under uniform conditions was longer in th
molecular form across localities (Dao, Kassogue, Adamou, Y
and Lehmann unpublished, Fig. 2). The effect of body size
longevity was not significant (P > 0.45). The significant differe
between forms, treating populations as fixed effects could no
generalized to ‘‘any’’ M and S population if both population and
interaction between form and population were considered
random effects (P > 0.28) because of the large variation betw
populations (especially between the M populations from Ni
and Dongebougou; Fig. 2). Such variation in longevity between
forms could be of epidemiological importance because sl
changes in longevity greatly change vectorial capacity. Howe
infection prevalence with Plasmodium falciparum was sim
between the forms (Table 1). This was also the case
anthropophily and endophily (Table 1). Because the rela
contribution of environmental variation to these traits is very la
(Koella and Boete, 2002; Lambrechts et al., 2006; Lehmann et
2006; Schwartz and Koella, 2002), independent comparison
these traits in multiple settings will be valuable.

Despite the inability to identify the underlying ecological fa
and selective pressure operating on adults, these results sugg
that life history traits including body size, reproductive output,
longevity have diverged between forms as a result of t
exposure to different environments. These trends would result

Table 2
Effect of predators in different larval habitats on developmental success of the

molecular forms (adapted based on Diabate et al., 2008)

Habitat Predator M form S form x2/P

Puddles Absent 46.3% (857)a 53.7% (993) 11.65/0.0006

Puddles Present 56.2% (199) 43.8% (155)

Rice fields Absent 55.1% (576) 44.9% (470) 2.35/0.124

Rice fields Present 59.6% (226) 40.4% (153)

Total (Pooled) Absent 49.5% (1433) 50.5% (1463) 16.9/0.0001

Present 58% (425) 42% (308) 12.4/0.0004b

a Parenthesis indicates number of adults emerged.
b Stratified analysis of form by predation controlling for habitat using Cochran–

Mantel–Haenszel test.

T. Lehmann, A. Diabate / Infection, Genetics and Evolution xxx (2008) xxx–xxx
Fig. 2. Longevity of virgin F1 females of the molecular forms from Mali (fed on 5%

sucrose). The forms were sympatric in Donguebougou and Soulouba (100 km apart)

but only the M form was found in Niono (>300 km from other sites). In box-whisker

plot, the box extends between the 25th and the 75th percentile, i.e., across one

inter-quartile range (IQR), and the whiskers extend up to the most extreme value,

but not beyond 1.5 times the IQR. Outlier values located 1.5–3 IQR from the median

are shown as ‘‘*’’. Number of F1 females included in each box was 264–274.
traits may accompany speciation reflecting the different condi-
tions of the niches occupied by each species (McKinnon et al.,
2004). Notably, life history traits such as longevity and reproduc-
tive output strongly affect vectorial capacity. Egg batch size of the
M form was larger than that of the S form in accordance with the M
form larger body size (Yaro et al., 2006b). No difference was found
Please cite this article in press as: Lehmann, T., Diabate, A., The molecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective,
Infect. Genet. Evol. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
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er vectorial capacity of the M form. Contrary to this prediction,
aria transmission in villages surrounded by rice fields where
M form predominates is low (Diuk-Wasser et al., 2005;
oukis et al., 2006), suggesting that other factors reduce
orial capacity at these locations.

Mating behavior and reproductive isolation between the

cular forms

he molecular forms mate assortatively as evident based on
m identification in mated females from Mali (Tripet et al.,
). Cross-mating (1.2%) was considerably lower than expected

hance (17%). Notably no post-zygotic isolation was detected in
ratory crosses of offspring of wild females (Diabate et al.,
). Although the fitness of hybrids under natural conditions
be reduced, these results suggest that reproductive isolation
een the molecular forms is primarily achieved by distinct

ing behavior.
n many mosquitoes mating is initiated in swarms. Swarms are
tly seen at sunset and are composed of males flying 1–3 m
e ground (often over a distinct marker), and forming a
pact ‘‘cloud’’ less than one meter in diameter. Females fly into
rms and depart paired with a male (Charlwood and Jones,
0; Charlwood et al., 2002; Diabate et al., 2006; Marchand,
4). The mating behavior of A. gambiae is key to understand the
hanisms of reproductive isolation of sympatric populations of
ecular forms and sibling species. The form composition in 26
rms in Burkina Faso where the forms are sympatric revealed

males of both molecular forms were present in only four
rms (Diabate et al., 2006). This level of mixed swarms was
iderably lower than that expected by chance based on the

composition indoors during the same time. These results
est that spatial swarm segregation contributes to reproductive
tion, but that mate recognition within swarms is also needed
ccount for the low frequency of hybrids. In East Africa,
chand (1984) reported mixed swarms between A. gambiae and
rabiensis suggesting that mate recognition within swarms is
espread. Contrary to the findings from Burkina Faso, recent
ies in Mali revealed a striking spatial segregation between
patric molecular forms (Diabate et al. unpublished). In Mali,
form swarms above bare ground, whereas the M form swarms
e markers consisting of a dark center in a lighter background
as a well (Diabate et al. unpublished). The low mixing of

rms in Mali suggests that swarm segregation alone accounts
he assortative mating observed by Tripet et al. (2001). The
ibility that different mechanisms facilitating assortative
ing evolve in different populations (only 500 km apart) is
guing (see below).
he role of flight tone in mate recognition has been evaluated
een A. gambiae and A. arabiensis (Brogdon, 1998; Tripet et al.,
; Wekesa et al., 1998) and between the molecular forms
et et al., 2004). The overlap in flight tone of males and females
een these species and forms was substantial, precluding it as
signal preventing cross-mating. Similar conclusion was

hed in study of sibling species of A. quadrimaculatus (Caprio
l., 2001). Notably, all these studies measured flight tone of
viduals which were not mate-seeking. In crane flies (Tipuli-
, flight tone does not remain constant, but is changing as a
t’’ between the male and the female that might lead to mating

A preliminary study of cuticular hydrocarbons detected
differences between chromosomal forms (Milligan et al.,
1993), suggesting that olfaction is key to mate recognition.
Weak but inconclusive evidence for differences in composition
of cuticular hydrocarbons between the molecular forms were
detected (Caputo et al., 2007). Additional evidence against
olfactory cues involvement in mate recognitions was obtained
from studies on indoor mating in Mali. Mark release recapture of
virgin males and females in natural houses showed that mating
occurred over a single day even when mosquitoes can leave the
house through exit traps and without adaptation to laboratory
conditions (Dao et al., 2008). Importantly, cross-mating between
the molecular forms occurred indoors as much as mating
between members of the same form (Dao et al., 2008), indicating
that chemical cues such as pheromones and cuticular hydro-
carbons do not play a major role in form recognition, unless such
signals are only released or perceived during swarming. The
results of this study suggest that indoors mating occurs
naturally only in the M form.

4. Discussion

Recent advances in understanding divergence between the
molecular forms and the mechanisms that facilitate assortative
mating between them allow addressing several persisting ques-
tions about this speciation process and its consequences. These
advances leave gaps in our knowledge and raise new questions
awaiting future studies.

4.1. The ecological factors that promoted divergence

In most theoretical models of sympatric and parapatric
speciation, divergent natural selection plays a dominant role
(Genner et al., 2007; Grant and Grant, 1979; Schluter, 2001; Wu,
2001; Wu and Ting, 2004). Coluzzi et al. (2002) hypothesized that
adaptation to different larval habitats was key to speciation in A.

gambiae complex as exemplified by three independent speciation
events that resulted in salty-water (brackish) tolerant species: A.

melas, A. merus, and A. bwambae. Likewise, the association of the
Bamako chromosomal form with rock pools along the tributaries of
the Niger river strengthened that hypothesis (Manoukis et al.,
2008; Toure et al., 1998) although specific ecological factors were
not identified. Moreover, larval surveys in areas of sympatry failed
to detect differences in habitat use by the molecular forms in Mali
(Edillo et al., 2002) and by A. gambiae and A. arabiensis in Kenya
(Gimnig et al., 2001). However, such surveys did not quantify the
success of the forms in different habitats and did not estimate form
and species relative abundance.

Consistent with that hypothesis, recent results suggest that the
length of the hydroperiod of larval habitats is the principal
ecological factor producing divergence between the molecular
forms through selection mediated by predation and competition
(Diabate et al., 2008). Field experiments demonstrated that the S
form outperforms the M form in the absence of predators whereas
the reverse is true if predator pressure increases. Predators are
much more abundant in permanent larval habitats. These results
explain the sharpest discontinuity exhibited by the molecular
forms—the segregation between rice fields and surrounding
savanna. Additionally, the affinity of the M form to aridity can

T. Lehmann, A. Diabate / Infection, Genetics and Evolution xxx (2008) xxx–xxx
son and Russell, 2006). Analysis of flight tone in mate-seeking
mbiae before copulation could determine if similar behaviors

exhibited by males and females of this species. Clearly, the
lenge in measuring such individual ‘songs’ mixed in the chorus
e swarms may not be easy for the investigator or even the

quitoes.
ase cite this article in press as: Lehmann, T., Diabate, A., The m
ect. Genet. Evol. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
also be explained by its ability to exploit permanent larval sites
that sustain populations year round where rainfall is low. Many
larval sites remain wet for several weeks and will harbor
intermediate predator community (Williams, 2006), possibly
allowing more equal success of both forms as suggested by high
frequency of larval sites shared by both forms. That A. arabiensis in
olecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective,
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East Africa occupies (what appears to be) the ‘‘exact’’ niche filled by
the M form in West Africa, suggests the same process operated in
both cases, resulting in convergent evolution. However, A.

arabiensis shows no population division (Kamau et al., 2007).
The possible confounding effect of gene(s) conferring insecticide
resistance on traits such as larval predator avoidance and longevity
remains unknown because of the high frequency of the kdr
resistance mutation in many populations of the S form, and
because other genes conferring insecticide resistance, most of
which are unknown, cannot be ruled out.

Desiccation and parasitism may have also mediated divergent
selection because they are probably correlated with predation
pressure as are other factors (Blaustein and Chase, 2007). Field
evaluations of hybrid fitness in comparison to pure forms can be a
powerful approach for this endeavor. Selection against hybrids is
expected because their phenotype is intermediate and hence less
adapted than one or the other pure form in each habitat. Ecological
speciation against hybrids has been shown in a few divergent
species such as threespine sticklebacks and butterfly Heliconius

erato (Hatfield and Schulter, 1999; Mallet et al., 1998). In both
cases, hybrids were viable in the laboratory, but showed lower
fitness in natural conditions.

4.2. How did mate preference evolve?

Divergent natural selection acts on ecologically important traits
rather than on mate selection. However, if these traits also affect
mate choice, directly or indirectly, then reproductive isolation
could evolve as a by-product of local adaptation (Rundle et al.,
2000, 2005, Rice and Hostert, 1993, Dodd, 1989, Schluter, 2000,
Nosil et al., 2002). Adaptation to permanent vs. temporary larval
habitat, indirectly promotes spatial (and partly temporal) isolation
between populations in arid and humid environments. Mutations
accumulating in such isolated population may have modified
mating behavior. Such mutations might be fixed by drift before
populations reconnect, or once populations merged, reinforced by
selection, because of reduced fitness of hybrids (Coyne and Orr,
1997; Genner et al., 2007; Hatfield and Schulter, 1999; Mallet et al.,
1998).

This scenario may also explain the different mechanisms of
assortative mating between populations in Mali (spatial swarm
segregation) and Burkina Faso (within swarm recognition and
spatial swarm segregation). Accordingly, isolation of diverging
populations as described above occurred repeatedly and
independent mechanisms facilitating assortative mating have
evolved and are possibly spreading. It is also compatible with
finding a third speciation island (on chromosome 2R) separating
the molecular forms from Cameroon but not from Mali (Turner
and Hahn, 2007). Such a process appears problematic because it
could lead to additional subdivisions within form rather than a
single division between forms. However, without reinforcement
and in the face of gene flow, these mechanisms may be selected
against rather quickly within form (between genotypes with
adaptations to the same habitat) or spread rapidly within form
due to their advantage in preventing cross-mating between
forms.

4.3. Divergence riddles: which form was first? When they split? What

is their future?

form polymorphism across the 2R speciation islands in pop
tions from Cameroon appears higher in the S form (Turner
Hahn, 2007), indicating that selection operated more extremely
the M form. Further, the scenario of parapatric speciation (abo
suggests that isolated populations occurred in dryer areas wh
the M form predominates.

Genetic and phenotypic similarity indicates that diverge
between the molecular forms is recent on evolutionary time sc
Coluzzi et al. (2002) hypothesized that the spread of agricult
led to the speciation of A. gambiae s.s. approximately 5000 ye
ago from a zoophilic ancestor, so the molecular forms must h
split even later. Although plausible, there is little evidence
substantiate this hypothesis: (i) estimates of time based
molecular clocks cannot resolve dates on this scale (
Krzywinski and Besansky (2003); (ii) molecular clock assum
no gene flow between the species, whereas available evide
suggests that gene flow between the forms is ongoing (Tripet e
2001; Turner and Hahn, 2007), and the length of time until g
flow between incipient species ceases is unknown (see belo
(iii) the assumption that biting people, resting indoors,
growing in larval sites created by human activity requ
speciation rather than adaptation remains to be validated. Fina
variation in hydroperiod of natural larval sites existed regard
of man, hence its role in divergence does not support
hypothesis.

Not only their past, the future of the molecular forms is
unknown. Increasing divergence with time is most plausible,
since fusion and fission are possible and depend on ecolog
conditions, divergence may remain the same for long or e
decrease. Such alternative scenarios were inferred for Darw
finches and host races of plant-eating insects (Dres and Ma
2002; Grant and Grant, 1979).

4.4. Adaptive variation in A. gambiae

Positive selection was demonstrated by latitudinal
temporal clines in inversion frequencies (above) and fr
patterns of polymorphism and differentiation between
molecular forms operating on a ‘‘locus’’ on chromosome II (Tur
and Hahn, 2007). Which trait was selected in that locus? W
alternative states of the trait existed? And what ecolog
conditions promoted this ‘event’? These questions, which are
relevant to polymorphic inversions of A. gambiae, highlight
enormous gap between genetic and ecological inferences in
species. The behavioral, physiological, and morphological ad
tations that allow populations of A. gambiae to occupy dive
environments across Africa are mostly unknown. The molec
forms represent a promising opportunity to uncover adap
variation, although local adaptation presumably exists wit
each form. Research on phenotypic traits under natural conditi
(except on disease transmission and insecticide resistance)
been scanty, limiting interpretation of the wealth of gen
information that has been accumulating over recent years (
Ribeiro et al., 2004; Stump et al., 2005; Turner et al., 2005
central challenge to extend understanding of phenotypic va
tion is the measurement of fitness (or its key components), un
natural conditions. As demonstrated by larval transplanta
studies with and without predators (Diabate et al., 2005
Diabate et al., 2008) and by the absence of mating specifi
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al.,
ent

in
di-
not
The answers to these questions remain highly speculative and
should be considered cautiously. Few clues suggest that the S form
preceded the M form, including its (1) larger geographical range
(Fig. 1), (2) its location in the center of the continent where humid
habitats abound and populations are more stable, and (3) within-
Please cite this article in press as: Lehmann, T., Diabate, A., The m
Infect. Genet. Evol. (2008), doi:10.1016/j.meegid.2008.06.003
indoors (Dao et al., 2008) as opposed to outdoors (Tripet et
2001; Diabate et al., 2006 and unpublished), natural environm
is often distorted even by semi-field conditions, resulting
misleading results. Screened ‘greenhouses’ set in natural con
tions (e.g., Knols et al., 2002) are undoubtedly valuable but can
replace natural studies.
olecular forms of Anopheles gambiae: A phenotypic perspective,
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Public health implications

vailable evidence suggests that the molecular (and chromo-
al) forms are highly efficient malaria vectors, despite minor
rences (above). These diverse vectors together increase the
en of malaria and lymphatic filariasis because they extend
tion of disease transmission and its geographical range
le 1 and Fig. 1). From disease transmission surveillance and
rol perspectives, the epidemiological importance of the
ivision of A. gambiae into molecular forms is modest or even
as argued by Curtis (2000). Because both contribute similarly
isease transmission, both are anthropophilic, biting at night,
indoor resting during the day—they can be targeted by similar
ns of adult control. Larval control methods might have a
ter success in the fewer, larger, and predictable sites of the M
, but no such strategies are widely implemented. Of

ortance, however, is the need to monitor insecticide resistance
e two forms separately.

ndirectly, this compartmentalized vectorial system is far more
st given its higher capacity to adapt because of the high total
tive population size and subdivision coupled with introgres-
(Mallet, 2005), leading to the spread of adaptive genes
een ‘‘compartments’’. Future prospects for disease control is
ced not only because of the forms different susceptibility to

cticides but also because reproductive isolation will limit
tiveness of control strategies based on sterile male release or
pread of genetically engineered constructs reducing transmis-
(Benedict and Robinson, 2003), unless these populations are

eted simultaneously.
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